Misuse of the Lanham Act to Silence Speech
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In several recent cases, corporate plaintiffs have sued under § 43(a) of the Lanham Act trying to squelch speech on issues of public concern, claiming harm to
their commercial interests.1 The plaintiffs in these cases—Procter & Gamble
Co., the World Wrestling Federation Entertainment, and Neurotron, Inc.—were
all limited-purpose public figures, and
all sought reputational damages. Such
expansive use of the Lanham Act seriously threatens to chill speech on issues
of public concern and presents the critical question of whether constitutional
“actual malice” applies to such claims.
Precisely because of this danger,
Congress never intended the Lanham
Act to encompass such claims. The
Lanham Act should be applied only to
speech that fits within the U.S. Supreme
Court’s narrow definition of commercial speech, and it should be extended
only to situations that involve advertising by competitors or promotion of
competing products. Finally, for cases
involving statements about public figures on issues of public concern, the
First Amendment requires application
of the heightened evidentiary standard
of constitutional actual malice. Without
such protection, the threat of Lanham
Act suits will unduly constrict the
“breathing space” necessary to protect
free and open debate.
Procter & Gamble v. Amway Corp.
The Procter & Gamble case stemmed
from recirculation of a rumor that has
plagued Procter & Gamble (P&G) for
years: that P&G’s president revealed on
a national talk show that the company
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tion of P&G’s profits go to support a satanic church, and that the P&G symbol
represents Satan. Amway sells products
that compete with P&G’s products. In
1995, an Amway distributor heard the
rumor and forwarded it to other Amway
distributors through an Amway telephone messaging system. The message
included a list of P&G’s products.
There was no evidence that the Amway
distributor knew the rumor was false;
indeed he testified that he believed it to
be true. After the message circulated,
some Amway distributors circulated
fliers with the rumor to consumers with
a message stating that “[w]e offer you
an alternative” and providing contact information for the Amway distributors.2
P&G subsequently brought suit in
federal court in Texas against Amway
and some of its distributors (collectively
Amway), alleging defamation, violations of § 43(a) of the Lanham Act, and
other claims.3 Section 43(a) of the Lanham Act provides in relevant part:
Any person who, on or in connection with any
goods or services, or any container for goods,
uses in commerce any word, term, name, symbol, or device, or any combination thereof, or
any false designation of origin, false or misleading description of fact, or false or misleading representation of fact, which—
(A) is likely to cause confusion, or to cause
mistake, or to deceive as to the affiliation, connection, or association of such person with
another person, or as to the origin, sponsorship,
or approval of his or her goods, services, or
commercial activities by another person, or
(B) in commercial advertising or promotion,
misrepresents the nature, characteristics, qualities, or geographic origin of his or her or
another person’s goods, services, or commercial activities, shall be liable in a civil action
by any person who believes that he or she is or
is likely to be damaged by such act.4

P&G argued that Amway’s repetition
of the Satanism rumor misrepresented
P&G’s goods and services and its commercial activities. At trial, after the
close of P&G’s case, the district court
granted judgment as a matter of law to
Amway on the § 43(a) claim because
P&G had failed to present any evidence
of constitutional actual malice as required by New York Times v. Sullivan.5
The Fifth Circuit reversed this holding.6 In doing so, the court first conclud-

ed that the lesser protection afforded
commercial speech for purposes of governmental regulation also should apply
to private actions for damages. According to the Fifth Circuit, such private
suits “are not much more likely than are
government regulation to infringe” on
First Amendment values.7 The court
then considered whether the Amway
speech at issue was commercial speech.
In that regard, the Fifth Circuit recognized that the U.S. Supreme Court
has defined commercial speech as
speech that “merely proposes a commercial transaction,” or that is “related
solely to the economic interests of the
speaker and its audience.”8 Moreover,
the Fifth Circuit noted that the Satanism
rumor “touched on the type of issues
that are at the heart of First Amendment
protections, namely: religious issues
and issues of how corporations act and
influence society.”9 Nevertheless, and
despite the U.S. Supreme Court’s narrow definitions of commercial speech,
the Fifth Circuit held that the Amway
speech might be considered as such.
It did so by applying factors discussed by the Court in Bolger v. Youngs
Drug Products Corp.,10 as if that case
had outlined the definitive test for commercial speech. The Fifth Circuit read
Bolger as setting out three factors “that
help determine whether speech is commercial: (i) whether the communication
is an advertisement, (ii) whether the
communication refers to a specific
product or service, and (iii) whether the
speaker has an economic motivation for
the speech.”11 As to the first two factors,
the court held the second was met because the message referred to specific
products of P&G and that, in the circumstances of this case, the question
whether the message was an advertisement collapsed into the third factor:
whether the speech was motivated primarily by economic interest. Therefore,
the Fifth Circuit held that in this case
the third factor was determinative, and
that the Amway speech was commercial
if it could be proven on remand that the
speakers acted primarily out of economic motivation.12
Having expanded the U.S. Supreme
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Court’s definition of “commercial
speech,” the Fifth Circuit further undermined First Amendment values by refusing to apply actual malice to Lanham Act
claims. In so doing, the court rejected the
“well-reasoned opinion in National Life
Insurance Co. v. Phillips Publishing,
Inc.,” which concluded that “denying
constitutional protection to all false commercial speech ignores the rationale of
Gertz: that the need to protect one from
false or misleading speech varies, depending on whether he is a private or public
figure.” 13 Despite the line of cases in
Gertz v. Welch14 and New York Times v.
Sullivan,15 the Fifth Circuit concluded that
U.S. Supreme Court precedent involving
government regulation of commercial
speech “foreclose[d them] from importing
the actual-malice standard from defamation into the law of false commercial
speech.” 16 It also rejected application of
even a negligence standard to such
speech. Accordingly, the Fifth Circuit
held that if P&G could prove on remand
that the Amway speech was commercial,
heightened protection would not apply.
World Wrestling Federation
Entertainment, Inc. v. Bozell
In contrast, in World Wrestling Federation Entertainment, Inc. (WWFE) v.
Bozell,17 a district court in the Southern
District of New York, while noting the
Fifth Circuit’s holding on “actual malice,” applied an actual malice analysis
to Lanham Act claims. The defendants
in that case included a nonprofit organization, the Parents Television Council,
and others affiliated with it (collectively
PTC), whose “purpose is to monitor television programming and to denounce
what it considers inappropriate programs.”18 In the summer of 1999, PTC
began a campaign against the WWFE
and its wrestling program WWF Smackdown! for what the PTC believed was
inappropriate and excessively violent
programming. According to the complaint, as part of that campaign, the PTC
claimed that four children had been
killed by other children copying
wrestling moves seen on programs such
as WWF Smackdown!, encouraged corporate sponsors to stop advertising on
the show, and misrepresented the number of corporate sponsors that had withdrawn. The statements were allegedly
made, at least at times, in conjunction
with fundraising requests for PTC.
The district court denied PTC’s mo-

tion to dismiss, concluding that WWFE’s
complaint sufficiently alleged that PTC’s
statements (1) were made with constitutional actual malice, (2) were commercial, and (3) constituted advertising and
promotion within § 43(a) of the Lanham
Act.19 In deciding to apply the actual
malice standard, the district court quoted
Hustler Magazine v. Falwell:
Hence, the ‘breathing space” that is required
between “freedom of expression” and “false
factual assertions” is provided by the constitutional rule that “a public figure may hold a
speaker liable for the damage to reputation
caused by publication of a defamatory falsehood . . . only if the statement was made ‘with
knowledge that it was false or with reckless
disregard of whether it was false or not.’” 20

It therefore held that the complaint
had to allege facts sufficient to show
that PTC had “exceeded the ‘breathing
space’ afforded them by the First
Amendment.” 21 The court held that, for
purposes of surviving a motion to dismiss, the complaint did so.
The district court also found that the
complaint sufficiently alleged that the
speech was commercial. The district
court based this conclusion on the allegations that the statements were “part of
what could fairly be characterized as
advertisements,” that they referred to
specific products (those of WWFE), and
that they were used by PTC to promote
itself as well as to raise money.22 To
reach this conclusion, the district court
relied upon the Fifth Circuit’s unduly
expansive definition of commercial
speech. The district court then compounded this error by relying upon its
conclusion that the speech was commercial to find that the complaint alleged
that the statements “constitute[d] commercial advertising or promotion” within the meaning of § 43(a) of the Lanham Act.23 This analysis improperly collapsed the question of whether the
speech was “commercial” with whether
it fit within the scope of the Lanham
Act. The district court failed to analyze
whether PTC was even in competition
with WWFE, much less whether PTC’s
speech promoted products in competition with WWFE’s products.24 Clearly,
neither of these conditions were met.
Nevertheless, the complaint survived a
motion to dismiss, subjecting the nonprofit defendants to discovery—and inevitably chilling the speech of other
nonprofit organizations that dare to criticize those with commercial interests on
matters of public concern.
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Neurotron, Inc. v. American Association
of Electrodiagnostic Medicine
In a third recent Lanham Act case,
Neurotron, Inc. v. American Association of Electrodiagnostic Medicine
(AAEM),25 the federal district court in
Baltimore granted summary judgment
to a nonprofit defendant that published
an article on issues of public concern.
In that case, AAEM, a nonprofit medical professional association of neurologists and physical medicine and rehabilitation specialists, published a literature review in its scientific medical
journal on a relatively new technology
called the Neurometer. After reviewing
the existing medical literature, the review concluded that “the information in
these publications is insufficient to
make conclusions about the usefulness
of this form of sensory testing at the
present time.”26 Neurotron, Inc., the
manufacturer of the Neurometer, sued
AAEM, alleging violations of § 43(a)
and various state law torts.
After full discovery, the district
court held that the Lanham Act did not
apply to AAEM’s speech. The district
court first concluded that the article did
not constitute commercial speech, as it
neither proposed a commercial transaction27 nor did it relate “solely to the
economic interests of the speaker and
its audience.”28 The article “neither suggested that the reader buy any product
or service, nor that they refrain from
buying any product or service.”29 Moreover, the court noted that the AAEM’s
scientific journal was published “for
the edification of the association’s
members.”30 In short, the court found
no evidence that warranted treating the
speech as commercial. Finally, the
court recognized the chilling effect that
extending Lanham Act coverage to this
situation would have not only on the
AAEM, but on all professional associations: “muting their voice on important
issues such as the effectiveness of treatments is too great a cost to support
Plaintiff’s contentions.”31 The district
court thus granted summary judgment
to AAEM without having to consider
whether actual malice applied to the
Lanham Act claims.32
Scope of the Lanham Act
As the legislative history of § 43(a) and
the seminal case interpreting it, Gordon
& Breach Science Publishers S.A. v.
American Institute of Physics,33 make

clear, § 43(a) was intended to apply
only in limited circumstances and was
worded so as not to infringe upon protected speech.
Before 1989, § 43(a) of the Lanham
Act created a cause of action against any
defendant that falsely designated, described, or represented its own goods or
services in commerce. The provision was
frequently invoked against defendants
who tried to “pass off” their goods or
services as the goods or services of others. Section 43(a) remained largely unchanged until 1989, when the Trademark
Law Revision Act of 1988 revised it in
two significant ways. First, it broadened
the provision so that a defendant’s false
assertions about a plaintiff’s goods or
services, as opposed to merely its own
goods, are also actionable. Second, Congress amended the section to apply only
to false or misleading statements made in
“commercial advertising or promotion.”
The revised Lanham Act, however,
does not define the term “commercial
advertising or promotion.” It has therefore fallen to courts to develop a definition of the term that is true to the
statute’s purposes and consistent with
First Amendment values.
Review of the legislative history
makes clear that Congress added the
phrase “commercial advertising or promotion” to limit the reach of § 43(a) so
as not to infringe upon free speech
rights. The use of the word “commercial” was meant “to describe advertising
or promotion for business purposes.”34
Furthermore, the House sponsor of the
bill explained that the revised provision
“has been carefully limited to commercial advertising and promotion. Therefore, consumer reporting, editorial comment, political advertising, and other
constitutionally protected material is not
covered by this provision.”35
To avoid constitutional challenge,
Congress “narrowly drafted” the revised § 43(a) so that its coverage
would, at a maximum, be no broader
than false and misleading speech included within the U.S. Supreme
Court’s commercial speech doctrine.36
Because commercial speech is entitled
to a lesser degree of protection than
noncommercial speech, the Court has
defined “commercial speech” narrowly:
it is speech “which does ‘no more than
propose a commercial transaction.’” 37
The U.S. Supreme Court has also recognized a slightly broader category of

commercial speech, “expression related
competitors and noncompetitors who
solely to the economic interests of the
comment on matters of public concern.
speaker and its audience.” 38
The test has another advantage as
Mindful of congressional intent,
well. Where once there was considerable
courts have been “careful not to permit
confusion about the scope of § 43(a), the
overextension of the Lanham Act to inGordon & Breach test establishes clear
trude on First Amendment values.”39
guidelines for litigants and courts to folNonetheless, courts have found it difficult low. It is therefore not surprising that the
to identify the boundaries of § 43(a), and
Gordon & Breach test has been widely
for several years after the statutory reviadopted by district and appellate courts
sions struggled to develop a workable
throughout the country.44
definition of the term “commercial adverDespite Congress’s plain intention to
tising or promotion” for purposes of delimit the reach of § 43(a) and the bright
termining whether speech was subject to
line boundaries set forth in Gordon &
Lanham Act scrutiny.40 Of course, in
Breach, the plaintiffs in Procter &
most cases, the absence of a statutory def- Gamble, WWFE, and AAEM tried to
inition of “commercial advertising or pro- broaden the scope of the Lanham Act.
motion” posed no particular problem.
In AAEM, the court recognized these
The typical plaintiff satisfied its burden
concerns and correctly enforced a narby showing that the alleged misrepresenrow view of “commercial advertising or
tations were made by a direct commercial promotion” under the Lanham Act. In
competitor in a paid advertisement on tel- Procter & Gamble and WWFE, by conevision or radio or in a magazine or
trast, the courts disregarded congresnewspaper about competing products.41
sional intent and well-settled precedent
The interpretive
difficulties arose,
Courts should apply the well-established
however, in cases
where it was less
Gordon & Breach test to determine
clear whether the
publication in which
whether speech falls within the
the allegedly false
representations were
Lanham Act’s ambit.
made was in fact
“commercial advertising or promotion.”
Eventually, in Gordon & Breach, the
and adopted a far too expansive interU.S. District Court for the Southern Dispretation of § 43(a) liability that, if
trict of New York established a four-part
adopted, threatens to chill public debate
test, under which representations are
on important issues of public concern.
made in “commercial advertising or proMoreover, the Procter & Gamble court
motion” only if they are (1) commercial
refused to apply the actual malice stanspeech, (2) by a defendant in commerdard to such speech, making that decicial competition with the plaintiff, (3) for sion even more troubling.
the purpose of influencing consumers to
buy the defendant’s goods or services,
Definition of “Commercial Speech”
and (4) disseminated sufficiently to the
To comply with Congress’s narrow inpurchasing public.42 This test appropritent, courts should apply the well-estabately reflects congressional intent that
lished Gordon & Breach test to deter“the ‘commercial advertising or promomine whether speech falls within the
tion’ language was intended to limit the
Lanham Act’s ambit. In applying the
reach of the amended Section 43(a) to
first factor of that test, whether the
advertising or promotion ‘for business
speech is commercial, courts must be
purposes.’ ” 43 It ensures that commercial
vigilant not to expand commercial
competitors are held liable for making
speech beyond the U.S. Supreme
false and misleading statements about
Court’s narrow, core definition: speech
their own or others’ products in adverthat does no more than propose a comtisements or other promotional material.
mercial transaction or that is related
At the same time, it protects the First
solely to the economic interests of the
Amendment rights of noncompetitors
speaker. That is where both the Procter
who comment upon or criticize a com& Gamble and WWFE courts went
pany’s goods or services, as well as
astray. Instead of adhering to the U.S.
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Supreme Court’s narrow definition,
both courts appear to treat Bolger as the
sine qua non of commercial speech and
improperly substitute its analysis for the
Court’s core definition.45 As a result,
their interpretations of “commercial
speech” are overly broad.
But the Bolger analysis is relevant
only where the speech on its face is (or,
as in that case, is conceded to be) an advertisement. In such a situation, consideration of the factors discussed in Bolger may result in an advertisement,
speech that fits within the Court’s core
definition, as nonetheless being deemed

protection, notwithstanding that the discussion might implicate their competitors. Nevertheless, the test for determining whether speech is commercial that
was applied by the Fifth Circuit is too
expansive, and may well subject precisely this type of protected speech to
strict Lanham Act liability.50
Similarly, in denying the defendants’
motion to dismiss in WWFE, the court
focused on the fact that the Parents
Television Council’s speech was “part
of a campaign to raise money and notoriety” for the organization and concluded that the speech was therefore commercial and subject
to Lanham Act
The Fifth Circuit erroneously collapsed scrutiny.51 This decision overlooks the
the inquiry as to whether speech was an purposes of § 43(a).
In revising § 43(a),
advertisement into whether the speech Congress sought to
prevent competitors
was economically motivated. from running false
advertisements or
promotions about
noncommercial speech.46 In Bolger, the
their own or their competitors’ prodcorporate speaker made statements on
ucts. But Congress wanted to protect the
public issues “in the context of comrights of people and groups to speak
mercial transactions.”47 The U.S.
about important public issues, such as
Supreme Court thus analyzed the surviolence in the media. Thus, the 1989
rounding circumstances of the speech
revisions of the Lanham Act were inbecause the “mere fact” that pamphlets
tended to exclude from liability the
were advertisements “clearly [did] not
kinds of speech
compel the conclusion that they are
which raise free speech concerns, such as a
commercial speech.”48 Therefore, the
Consumer Report which reviews and may disparage the quality of stereo speakers or other
factors in Bolger should be considered
products, misrepresentations made by interestonly to decide whether speech that
ed groups which may arguably disparage a
plainly appears commercial is not so,
company and its products because of the comnot to decide in the first instance
pany’s failure to divest its South African holdings, and disparaging statements made by comwhether speech is commercial.
mentators concerning corporate product liabiliIn analyzing the commercial speech
ty and injuries to the public.
question in Procter & Gamble, the Fifth
The speech at issue in WWFE falls
Circuit erroneously collapsed the inwithin this category. The principal purquiry as to whether the speech was an
poses of the defendants’ allegedly false
advertisement into whether the speech
statements were to criticize the WWFE
was economically motivated. It did so
and to draw attention to violence in the
even though it recognized the danger of
sweeping too much speech into the defi- media and its alleged effects on children.
The fact that the defendants at the same
nition of commercial speech. The court
time sought to raise funds for their cause
explained, as an example of this danger,
did not change this underlying goal or
that movie studios might legitimately
the fundamentally noncommercial nature
discuss reports that other movie studios
of the speech. An economic motivation
“conducted advertising campaigns and
for speech does not necessarily transform
focus groups on children under the age
statements concerning matters of public
of seventeen to make some of their Rinterest into commercial speech. As the
rated movies more attractive to them.”49
U.S. Supreme Court has explained, the
As the court recognized, this issue
fact that a party has an economic motivamight be of “true concern” to other
tion for distributing speech “would clearmovie studios, and their discussion of it
ly be insufficient by itself to turn the mashould be afforded First Amendment
52
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terials into commercial speech.”53
In AAEM, the plaintiff corporation
advanced a similarly expansive view of
commercial speech based on the tenuous
connection between AAEM’s article
about Neurotron’s product and the alleged economic benefits that AAEM’s
physician members would derive from
its publication. On the facts of the case,
the court did not accept this argument.
But the First Amendment implications of
Neurotron’s arguments are nevertheless
troubling. If speech with vague and remote connections to commerce that falls
outside the core definition of commercial speech could subject speakers to liability under the Lanham Act, a wide array of speech would be silenced. For example, when a newspaper or magazine
publishes a review of a restaurant or
product, it has an economic motivation
for doing so, i.e., to make money by selling its publication. But the fact that a
speaker may turn a profit by distributing
speech cannot by itself transform the
speech into commercial speech. If economic motivation by itself were enough
to transform speech into actionable commercial speech under the Lanham Act,
every newspaper and journal article, as
well as every television investigative or
consumer report and countless other
types of familiar media, that mentioned a
good or service would be potentially vulnerable to liability.
Commercial Competitors
Marketing Competing Products
In addition to analyzing the commercial
speech issue incorrectly in WWFE, the
court also failed to consider the other
elements of the Gordon & Breach test
for determining whether the defendants’
statements were “commercial advertising or promotion” for purposes of the
Lanham Act. In particular, the court did
not assess whether the parties were in
commercial competition with each other. This element of the Gordon &
Breach test ensures that parties with no
competitive interest are able freely to
express themselves and contribute to the
public debate about commercial products without fear of subjecting themselves to strict liability. Indeed, it is for
this reason that the Lanham Act “has
never been applied to stifle criticism of
the goods or services of another by one,
such as a consumer advocate, who is not
engaged in marketing or promoting a
competitive product or service.”54

Faced with circumstances similar to
those in WWFE, other courts have ruled
that the Lanham Act does not apply. In
Huntingdon Life Sciences, Inc. v. Rokke,55
for example, the court held that allegedly
false statements by People for the Ethical
Treatment of Animals about the practices
of the plaintiff’s animal laboratory were
not commercial and therefore not subject
to the Lanham Act, even though the statements were part of a campaign to raise
funds. Similarly, in Wojnarowicz v.
American Family Association, the court
concluded that § 43(a) did not apply to an
artist’s claims against a public interest
group that had distributed a pamphlet featuring the artist’s work in its campaign
against the subsidization by the National
Endowment for the Arts of allegedly “offensive” art. As the court explained,
“where the defendants are not selling a
product, and certainly not distributing a
product in competition with plaintiff, and
make no representations except as to the
plaintiff’s product or art works, Section
43(a) is not applicable.”56 The court in
AAEM reached the same conclusion.
These decisions represent a better
approach. Not only do they conform to
congressional intent, but they foster the
robust public debate that the First
Amendment protects. By contrast, the
WWFE court’s interpretation of what
constitutes “commercial advertising or
promotion” for purposes of the Lanham
Act threatens to subject to liability a
wide array of reports by consumer advocates, nonprofit groups, and other
participants that enter the arena of public debate whenever they criticize a particular product. If speech by public
watchdogs criticizing companies’ products cannot be published without fear of
Lanham Act scrutiny, vital communications about goods and services will be
chilled, and these ideas “might not enter
the marketplace at all.”57
Public Figures Must Show
Actual Malice
Procter & Gamble, WWFE, and AAEM
also illustrate how some corporate litigants seeking to recover for reputational
harm are manipulating § 43(a) of the
Lanham Act to avoid First Amendment
obstacles that would otherwise apply to
commercial defamation cases. In all of
these cases, the plaintiff was deemed a
public figure with respect to the speech
at issue. Without question, if any of
these plaintiffs asserted claims for

defamation, they would have to prove
semination of the Satanism rumor was
actual malice by clear and convincing
commercial speech. For the Fifth Cirevidence under New York Times v. Sulcuit, that question would turn on
livan58 and its progeny. In contrast to
whether the primary motive for relaying
these strict evidentiary hurdles, the Lan- the rumor was economic.64 If the rumor
ham Act imposes strict liability for viowas commercial speech subject to the
lations of § 43(a) claims. Section 43(a)
Lanham Act, the court concluded, then
thus offers a tempting alternative to
actual malice would not apply.65 Alplaintiffs seeking to recover for perthough acknowledging that Amway
ceived harm to their commercial reputaraised “legitimate points” about the
tions stemming from speech.
problems of importing the commercial
In other arenas, the courts have made speech doctrine wholesale into the area
clear that litigants seeking to recover
of public figure suits for reputational
damages for reputational harm due to
damages, the Fifth Circuit determined
allegedly false disparaging speech must
that speech that falls within the ambit of
meet heightened standards of proof and
the Lanham Act is not entitled to heightliability, regardless of the legal theory
ened First Amendment protections.
or cause of action. In Hustler Magazine
General acceptance of the Fifth Cirv. Falwell, the U.S. Supreme Court held
cuit’s position would improperly extend
that Jerry Falwell had to meet the
the scope of the Lanham Act to cover
heightened standards of New York
speech that is fully protected under the
Times v. Sullivan even though he was
First Amendment. The Fifth Circuit’s
proceeding on a claim of intentional inapproach defines commercial speech
fliction of emotional distress, not
much too broadly and then refuses to
defamation.59 In Bose
Corp. v. Consumers
The Fifth Circuit determined that
Union of United States,
Inc., the Court applied
speech that falls within the ambit of the
the New York Times
standards to a claim for Lanham Act is not entitled to
common law product
disparagement.60 More
heightened First Amendment protections.
recently, the Fourth
Circuit confirmed that
apply heightened liability and evidenlitigants pursuing damages for reputatiary standards to claims for reputational
tional injury from publication cannot
injury. The three cases discussed by this
bypass the New York Times standards
article illustrate the danger posed by
through the use of nonreputational tort
such a broad approach. The plaintiffs in
claims.61 To the contrary, the court exthese cases (with varying degrees of
plained, plaintiffs seeking damages to
reputation flowing from publication
success) have promoted a view of commust prove actual malice by clear and
mercial speech that extends well beyond
convincing evidence.62 The same reathe U.S. Supreme Court’s “core” definisoning must apply to § 43(a) of the Lan- tion of commercial speech as speech
ham Act. Just as parties may not use
that does “no more than propose a comvarious common law torts to circumvent mercial transaction.”66 Nor can any of
the statements attacked by these plainthe First Amendment protections applitiffs be described as “solely” related to
cable to speech of public concern, they
the defendants’ economic interests.67 By
should not be permitted to avoid those
extending Lanham Act strict liability to
protections through a § 43(a) lawsuit.
speech that reaches beyond the borders
Consistent with this position, courts
of “core” commercial speech to include
have applied the New York Times reotherwise protected speech, this apquirement of actual malice to claims for
reputational injury under § 43(a).63 In
proach provides a loophole for commerProcter & Gamble, however, the Fifth
cial plaintiffs to recover for reputational
Circuit denied Amway the First Amendharm without facing the constitutional
ment protections that would plainly aphurdles imposed on other reputational
ply to very similar common law claims
torts. As a result, speech that would be
(including commercial disparagement).
entitled to protection if the subject of
Instead, it remanded the case to the discommon law claims such as commercial
trict court to determine if Amway’s disdisparagement is now subject to strict
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liability. As we have discussed above,
this cannot, and should not, be the intent
or effect of the Lanham Act.
The Fifth Circuit held, nonetheless,
that it was compelled by the commercial speech doctrine to find that actual
malice is inapplicable to § 43(a) claims
under the Lanham Act. But the wholesale application of the commercial
speech doctrine to the principles governing reputational torts impermissibly
dilutes the law governing claims for
reputational harm without serving the
policies underlying the commercial
speech doctrine. That is due in large
part to the incompatibility of the two
doctrines. Thus, under the Fifth Circuit’s view, the commercial speech doctrine means that advertisers cannot be
permitted to immunize their speech
from Lanham Act liability merely by
linking it to a public debate. And, according to the Fifth Circuit (at least on
the facts of Procter & Gamble),
whether speech is commercial turns on
whether the speaker has a substantial
economic motive for the speech.
By contrast, New York Times and its
progeny have repeatedly emphasized
that allegedly disparaging speech does
not lose its constitutional protections
simply because it may have been economically motivated, or merely because
it appears in an advertisement.68 Moreover, in holding that allegedly false commercial speech is entitled to no constitutional protection under the Lanham Act,
the Fifth Circuit’s approach gives short
shrift to the New York Times requirement
that some false speech will be tolerated
to create “breathing space” for protected
speech. Under this view, therefore, the
reputations of corporate litigants will always be elevated over the value of protecting truthful commercial speech.69
And as the facts in Procter & Gamble,
WWFE, and AAEM show, the refusal to
apply actual malice to commercial
speech under § 43(a), coupled with application of an expansive definition of
commercial speech, will elevate the reputation interests of public figures over
truthful noncommercial speech.
Therefore, to ensure that § 43(a) of
the Lanham Act is used only for its intended purposes, and not to stifle protected speech, courts must interpret the
term “commercial advertising and promotion” narrowly and must apply actual
malice to public figure suits for reputational damages. Refusing to do so, in

the name of enforcing the commercial
speech doctrine, underestimates the
dangerous chilling effect of § 43(a) litigation. Even if ultimately successful,
defending against these claims can be
prohibitively expensive. In addition to
the availability of preliminary injunctive relief, many of these claims are decided only after extensive discovery and
summary judgment or trial proceedings,
as all the cases discussed by this article
illustrate. Especially for small nonprofit
defendants like those in AAEM and
WWFE, the legal costs can be devastating. As a result, these speakers may limit their speech in the future to avoid any
risk of litigation. The availability of
§ 43(a) actions as an alternative to common law reputational torts thus poses an
even greater risk for chilling speech
than the government regulations at issue
in the U.S. Supreme Court’s commercial speech cases.
Applying actual malice to § 43(a)
claims by public figures for reputational
harm strikes the right balance between
the interests at issue. Thus, the WWFE
court was correct to apply the actual
malice test in assessing the plaintiffs’
Lanham Act claim. Providing “breathing space” to commercial speech in this
context is consistent with the “growing
recognition by the U.S. Supreme Court
of the constitutional value of truthful
and nonmisleading commercial
speech.”70 Moreover, in contrast to the
significant interest in providing sufficient room for the free flow of ideas (in
both the commercial and noncommercial realms), the state’s interest in compensating plaintiffs in this context is
substantially lower. The U.S. Supreme
Court has held that the government’s interest in compensating public figures is
lower than that for private figures; that
is why the former must meet the heightened First Amendment standards.71
Likewise, the interest in compensating
public figure corporate plaintiffs for
economic injury should be less than
noncommercial reputational injury.72
Thus, public figure plaintiffs asserting §
43(a) claims for reputational damages
must meet the heightened standards of
New York Times v. Sullivan.
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